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soft sustaiNability: the toriNo approach
张利/ZHANG Li 













































To the Chinese public, Italy has long been 
regarded as one of the world's leading nations 
in technological sophistication and manufacture 
know-hows, mostly through the images of sport 
cars and luxurious goods. The completion of Mario 
Cucinella's SIEEB (Sino-Italian Ecological an Energy 
Efficient Building, Tsinghua University, Figure 1) in 
2007 extended that view well into buildings. Armed 
to its teeth with cutting-edge Italian building 
products, from glass shutters to waterless toilets, 
SIEEB has an unmistakable glamorous appearance 
accompanied by equally glamorous numbers in 
the advertised calculations. At a whopping cost 
that relegates everything surrounding it into half 
destitution, it speaks loudly for the high-tech, 
high-cost and high-risk trend of modern green 
building technology. 
Yet this tech glamor cannot represent the 
contemporary Italian attitude towards sustainability 
in full. In the northern city of Torino at least, 
there is a contrasting approach which advocates 
sustainability not through the hard numbers, but 
through the soft, ambient human aspect of urban 
artefacts. 
For an outsider, Torino may be best known 
for the Shroud and Fiat (and Juventus). For an 
insider, however, Torino is the river, the valley, the 
castles, the gardens, the piazzas, the workshops, 
the streets, and above all, the history and the 
culture shared by a medium population. Most things 
have been in the right size for a variety of human 
activities. Most physical operations on the city have 
human scale as the first priority. It can be well 
argued that even before the notion of sustainability 
became a public awareness, Torino had engaged in 
the cycles of urban renewals that were inherently 
sustainable.
The tradition of (or dare we say obsession 
with) reusing existing structures gives Torino the 
most distinctive feature of its sustainability. From 
huge mega-structure to tiny housing projects, the 
pleasure in operating with the old is endless. 
Renzo Piano Building Workshop's conversion of 
the Lingotto Fiat Factory is a typical example of re-
taming the industrial rationality of a monumental 
scale (Figure 2). It transforms the Lingotto from 
something that serves mass production to something 
that serves the mass. Built in the 1920s and 
exceeding most of its contemporaries in size, the 
factory was referred to by Reyner Banham as a 
conspicuous "American intention" that expressed 
"the economies of scale". Piano's conversion of the 
factory drastically down-scaled the interior and 
divided it up into a series of programs connected 
by a mall (again American?), and left most of 
the facade untouched. Accommodating hotels, 
galleries, conventions, schools, and scores of shops 
and food courts, the whole building is now a mini-
city wrapped in a skin of the 1930s' industrial 
iconography. The underlying argument here seems 
to be that the formal value of yesterday's industry 
can well extend into our time, as far as its content 
(space) is properly reorganized and re-activated. 
For this type of old structure, it is possible to use 
minimum operation to trigger maximum human 
events.
1 中意生态与能源效率示范大楼，北京/SIEEB, Beijing
2 林格托菲亚特工厂，都灵/Lingotto Fiat Factory, Torino
（1、2摄影/Photo: 张利/ZHANG Li）

























































Negozio Blu Architetti Associati's Eataly is 
without doubt a "tasty" project (Figure 3), both 
literally and virtually. Based on an old factory of the 
wine industry, it utilizes the former residue space 
between the workshops and the wall enclosing the 
compound, reorients it to the street by a bright 
gallery, and capitalizes on all the association with 
food and wine this place used to possess. When the 
right program, materialized by the right spaces, is 
finally lit up with the right memory, the result is 
very compelling. The long market and exhibition 
galleries are connected to the restaurants at a 
comfortable rhythm, encouraging people to move 
around at ease. The visible elements of the former 
industrial processes in the factory enrich the overall 
experience. The promotion of local produce gives 
the whole project an irresistible purpose. The Eataly 
project is so successful that it has eventually been 
taken as a model and has sustained its success in 
over some 20 later incarnations around the world.
MARC's extension to the hillside house is 
physically small (Figure 4). Nevertheless it gives 
a sound representation of the big idea of soft 
sustainability. While the old Casalegno house is 
okayish and featureless, the new extension makes 
little change to it. With one clever and decisive 
digging into the ground, the extension achieves three 
changes at once. The first is the bringing of generous 
lighting into the added basement space, broadening 
the spatial narrative of the house. The second is the 
irregularly-shaped wooden steps around the dig that 
provides pleasant semi-opened corners, suggesting 
new possibilities of memorable moments. Last but 
not least is the overall situation of the whole house. 
If the old house just "sat" on the landscape in a 
more-or-less disinterested and disengaged fashion, 
the new house with the dig anchors into the hillside 
and interacts with the landscape with playfulness. A 
much larger area of landscape surrounding the house 
is activated. The slope is no longer an unimportant 
existence but an active place maker. The house is no 
longer plain but vivid.
Being an early center of Italian liberty and 
the first national Capital, Torino has never stopped 
the inquiry into new interpretations of modern 
democracy and citizenship. It is through the 
materialization of liberal ideas such as open society 
and equality that Torino has managed to maximize 
the positive effect of any building project. In 
contemporary cities, being more open and more 
equal does mean better access to public resources, 
and thus, better efficiency and sustainability.
Luc iano Pia ' s Center of B iotechnology, 
Università di Torino gives the usually secretive and 
mystic modern research facility a new definition 
(Figure 5). It does everything to invite the city into 
the compound, opening up its boundary with strong 
determination. The main courtyard is completely 
visible to the street through a large piece of glass 
wall. The two stairwells on either side of the 
courtyard, starting from the opened auditoriums 
on the ground level and ending in passages to 
labs and offices in the top level, are made into 
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3 “吃大利”，都灵/Eataly, Torino（摄影/Photo: Filippo Gallino）
4 坡地住宅加建，都灵/Hill Side House Extension, Torino（摄影/
 Photo: Beppe Giardino）
5 都灵大学分子生物技术研究中心，都灵/Center of Molecular  
 Biotechnology, Università di Torino, Torino（摄影/Photo: 张利/
 ZHANG Li）
6 工作-生活平衡中心，都灵/Work-Life Balance Center(Città della 
 Conciliazione）, Torino （摄影/Photo: Michele D’Ottavio）

























































sculptural forms and provide a series of platforms 
and balconies that interact with the street. Even 
the more private entrance to the inner part of 
the compound is clearly visible from the street, 
including the reception and the electronic banners. 
The use of concrete through-out the building gives 
the overall impression of a monolithic urban object 
being penetrated and permeated by the dynamics of 
the street. By doing this, this potentially exclusive 
and oppressive big research complex yields to the 
city with openness and honesty. 
The Work-Life Balance Center (Città della 
Conciliazione ) by the team led by De Rossi and 
Crotti serves women and children in a unique 
way (Figure 6). Located in the outskirt of Torino, 
it brings the nursing of young children and the 
working/further educating of mothers right next 
to each other. The balance between work and 
home is straightforwardly expressed in the layout 
of the building, where indoor spaces and outdoor 
courtyards appear alternately, with programs 
for children and programs for mothers mutually 
supporting and enhancing each other. Verandas 
on both sides of the street cutting through the 
compound strengthen the notion of vicinity.  The 
horizontal volumes and the day-lighting through the 
intimate courtyards generate a sense of quietness 
and the atmosphere of the family. The slightly 
angled perimeter reduces the scale of the building, 
further defines the idea of a family-like community. 
Hugh Dutton's Olympic Footbridge to the 
Lingotto not only bridges the gap between the 
either sides of the railway physically, but also 
bridges the gap between the more developed and 
the less developed areas of the city politically (Figure 
7). In many industrial cities, one prominent legacy 
of the heavy industry era is the railway cutting 
right through the city, dividing it, differentiating 
it, eventually making one side richer and the other 
poorer. Many economic, political and demographic 
issues are rooted in this dividing effect of the 
railway. Taking the opportunity of the 2006 Winter 
Olympics, the Olympic Footbridge creates a heroic 
connection from Via Giacomo Zini directly to 
the Lingotto. Running relentlessly across scores 
of railway tracks and fearlessly powerful in its 
structural expression (even with the name "the 
Olympic Arch"), the Footbridge is as much a political 
statement (in a good sense) as it is a technological 
one. It breaks the old boundaries of the industrial 
age and injects equal opportunities and new 
incentives into the more-or-less forgotten side 
of the city. The sustainability of a city definitely 
includes the curing of its unsustainable elements. 
In this regard, the Olympic Footbridge has certainly 
delivered an exemplary performance.
One inspiration Chinese cities can draw from 
Torino is clear: the sustainability of a city is not only 
about progress in hardware powered by technological 
advancements and scientific breakthrough. It 
is primarily about the urban life that links the 
physicality of the city to its human inhabitants. The 
soft dimension of sustainability matters. □
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